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The French Revolution and Napoleonic Period  Student Guide
1789-1795 and 1795-1815: Notes on the presentation
Preview: the Old Regime
§	Unlike in England, a ___________ _____________ never developed in France.
§	The result was the absolute monarchy of the ___________ family of French monarchs.
§	Louis XIV, the Sun King, tired of his palace (the ________) in crowded, smelly Paris.
. . . and built ____________
Versailles’ Park dwarfs the palace
The growing crisis of the old regime
§	Louis XVI was the  grandson of Louis XV, who was the great-grandson of Louis XIV, the Sun King.
§	Louis XVI supported the American Revolution, even though he couldn’t afford it; this drove him toward bankruptcy. (Operating Versailles cost half the national budget.)
§	Taxing reform would have increased state income, but aristocrats opposed such changes.
§	So Louis called the Estates-General, which hadn’t met for _____ years.
§	Their demands marked the beginning of the French Revolution . . .
The Era can be divided into 6 periods
§	Periods 1, 2, and 3 comprise the two French Revolutions and the period in between
§	1. The first revolution: 1789-1791
§	2. The new government: 1791-1792
§	3. The second revolution: 1792-1795
The Revolutions: 1789-1795
The French Revolution was actually two Revolutions . . . one moderate, and one radical: Both failed.

First Revolution: 1789-1791
SUMMARY:
§	moderate
§	result: an actual republic (with the monarch as chief executive) that lasted less than one year

◄1. The First (moderate)
Revolution
§	The Estates-General reflected the division of citizens into three categories, each with its own laws:
§	 the Clergy (1st Estate),
§	 Nobles (2nd Estate), and
§	 Commoners (3rd Estate).
§	Voting rules gave a 2-to-1 majority to the first 2 Estates, even though they comprised less than 2 % of the population.
§	Luis XVI rebuffed the commoners (and a few others) when they tried to meet as 1 body rather than 3 (that would have given the commoners power roughly equal to the other 2 estates). They found an unlocked tennis court room and vowed to persist until they got their way. Louis gave in.
§	Led by moderate members of the middle and upper class
§	Produced a new constitution with divided powers
(The French parliament before the Revolution was
 called the Estates-General.)
§	July 14,1789: The Bastille was taken.
§	Peasants joined in when the National Assembly abolished peasant feudal obligations.

◄2. The new government
§	“The revolution is over”—__________________
§	King Louis XVI was the chief executive, with less power than he had had as absolute monarch.
§	Fatal weakness:  the chief executive was not _________ to the government (he already had shown this by trying earlier to flee the country).
§	 Because the conservative members sat on the right side of the Legislative Assembly meeting room, and the radical members sat on the left side, the terms right wing and left wing were born.
§	Roughly speaking, those on the right supported the monarchy, while those on the left were revolutionary.
The first revolution has failed to produce a lasting government—back to revolution

Second Revolution: 1792-1795
SUM MARY:
§	radical
§	utopian goals, willingness to resort to violence
§	result: totalitarian government (oligarchical republic)
§	formed the model for communist revolutions of the 20th century
§	END RESULT: return to ______________, in some
     ways more free (for example, the Napoleonic Code
     replaced the medieval legal system)

◄3. The Second (radical)
Revolution
§	 The revolutionary anthem La Marsellaise, was written in 1792 by Roget de Lisle.It was outlawed during the Empire, but brought back in 1830 when the great French composer Hector _________ arranged it.
§	The monarchy was abolished.
§	Louis XVI (and Marie Antoinette and their son) were arrested.
§	Another constitution will be attempted.
§	 marked the beginning of the SECOND REVOLUTION
§	A Committee of Public Safety was appointed to rule until the Convention could finish its work.
§	Typical of authoritarian governments, the Committee of Public Safety saw enemies everywhere and resorted to violence, aided by the “humane” guillotine.

	“It was the best of times, 
	 it was the worst of times”  
			Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities

The Reign of Terror
§	The guillotine was Invented to provide a painless way to execute the  condemned.
Louis xvi was executed ; Marie Antoinette on her way to the Guillotine (Jacques Louis David was the great artist who chronicled the era.)
The (Thermidor) Reaction
§	The Reign of Terror became ever more radical, until the most radical of the revolutionaries, Robespierre, was himself arrested and executed.
§	This shocked so many that the revolution collapsed.
§	(Thermidor is the revolutionary name of ________)

§	Periods 4, 5, and 6 comprise the Napoleonic period

◄4. the Directory 
§	4. The Directory 1795-1799 	 	    	(Napoleon’s career _________)
§	5. The Consulate 1799-1804 		(Napoleon gained  __________ ___________)
§	6. The Empire 1804-1815 	        	(Napoleon as Emperor, and his _________)
§	The executive branch consisted of ___ people.
§	Napoleon, a 24-year old lieutenant from the French island of Corsica, began his rise to power by leading soldiers to enable the new government (the Directory) to assume command in Paris.
§	He received promotions and ever greater assignments, finally going to ________ to defeat the English and block them from India.
§	In 1798 Napoleon invaded Egypt. While there, French soldiers discovered the Rosetta Stone
§	Shown here on display in the __________ ____________.
§	Provided the key to deciphering the Egyptian language
◄5. the Consulate 1799-1804
§	Napoleon sneaked across the Mediterranean into France, taking part in a ________ _______ against the Directory.
§	Napoleon became First Consul (of only three), the three forming a classic oligarchy. Napoleon consolidated his power.
§	Increasingly, Napoleon ruled without sharing power
§	By 1804, Napoleon wanted official recognition as the monarch of France.
	
◄6. The Empire 1804-1814, 1815
§	Napoleon manipulated the French public into electing him Emperor.
§	Meanwhile, in Vienna, 34 year old Beethoven had just finished his Symphony No. 3, which he had dedicated to the revolutionary hero Napoleon.
§	Upon learning that Napoleon had named himself Emperor, a furious Beethoven   scribbled out the dedication on the title page of the symphony.
   The Coronation of Napoleon, by Jacques Louis David  is in the ____________________
By crowning himself, Napoleon tricked the pope and reversed Charlemagne’s crowning 1004 years earlier.
Napoleon ordered a triumphal arch built in _____________. (It was finished after his death.)
Napoleon plagued Europe with the French wars of Aggression
§	Destroyed the ________ __________ __________
§	The English navy, under the leadership of Admiral Horatio Nelson, defeated the French navy at the Battle of _________________, 1805.
(6.) Napoleon’s disastrous invasion of Russia 1812-1813
Invaded Russia, in a disastrous mistake: 420,000 soldiers entered; ______________ returned
What was the enemy that defeated Napoleon?  The Russian __________(Remember this when you study World War II.)
In the 1870s, Russian composer Peter Tchaikovsky wrote an overture to commemorate the Russian victory over the French—_____ ______ ________________. Included in the overture are parts of La Marsellaise,  patriotic Russian songs, the church bells of Moscow, and cannon fire.
(6.) Napoleon’s fall                           
Napoleon died in prison on the island of St. Helena in the South Atlantic Ocean in 1821. 
Legacy of the French Revolution
1. Utopian goals are unobtainable on earth.
2. Noble goals without wisdom can lead 	to bad results.
3. Tyrants claim to know what’s best for others and are usually willing to use coercion.
4. A monstrous evil can have some good results (but 	don’t look only at the good).
Positive results:
 a thoroughgoing decimal system
 national public education
 the Napoleonic Code
◄Epilogue: The Congress of Vienna  . . . tried to turn back the clock

